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The Litany of Winds of Change Keeps Growing…

 Company-Specific
 Not temporary
 Fracturing effect
 All interconnected

The Interference of all of 
External forces is what steers 

company–specific impact creating 
Storms of Disruptions

Deep Industry Reset

Pandemic Hit
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Source: IDC European MacroEconomics Center of Excellence, 2022
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Inflation, currency volatility, supply chain constraints & energy are top risk factors
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We aren't concerned about any of these

Staffing / Labor shortages preventing effective use of technology

Impact of recession on expected business revenue

Managing demand for cloud subscriptions in line with budgeting plans

Potential geo-political turmoil forcing changes in a tech provider

Energy shortages affecting overall business activity

Not being able to get access to IT hardware (e.g., PCs, Peripherals, Data
center infrastructure) due to supply chain constraints

Currency fluctuation impacting local purchasing power

Inflation driving up vendor pricing beyond budget expectations

Which of the following risk factors related to your organization’s technology strategies and 
budgets for 2023 concerns you the most?

Greatest concern

Next greatest
concern

Source: Future Enterprise Resiliency & Spending Survey - Wave 1, IDC, March 2023 n=225 Data weighted by IT Spending (500+ emp size)
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About half expect recession-based reduction in IT budgets for 2023

16%

32% 32%

17%

4%

Reduction in
overall IT budgets

in 2023

Reduction in
specific IT budget

items in 2023

No impact on IT
budgets in 2023

Increase in IT
budgets in 2023

Don’t Know

How do you think a recession in 2023 would impact your 
organization's IT budgets?

Source: Future Enterprise Resiliency & Spending Survey - Wave 1, IDC, March 2023 n=225 Data weighted by IT Spending (500+ emp size)
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Security is most immune to budget cuts – all other technology areas vie for 
investment and indispensability
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No area is immune to budget reduction

End-user Devices (PCs, Mobile Phones, Printers etc.)

Integration and Automation initiatives/projects

Infrastructure & IT Operation optimization initiatives/projects

Workplace Solutions (Collaboration, Virtual Meeting, Unified Comms)

Back office Applications (e.g. ERP, HR, Supply Chain etc.)

Application Development and Deployment platforms

Data & Analytics initiatives/projects

Consulting and systems integration services

Customer Experience initiatives/projects

Security, Risk, & Compliance

Which of the following areas are most immune to budget reduction regardless of the economic 
environment? Continued investment is a must in 2023 for…... [Top 2 answers]

Most immune

Next most immune

Source: Future Enterprise Resiliency & Spending Survey - Wave 1, IDC, March 2023 n=225 Data weighted by IT Spending (500+ emp size)
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Increase in cyberattacks raises strategic importance of “Cyber-Resiliency” and 
drives spending in IT Security Operations

“Cyber-resiliency is a top 
priority for us”

Large 
increase

Small 
increase

“We experienced an 
increase in the volume 
of cyberattacks in the 

past 12 months”

>10% 
increase

1-10% 
increase

“We are increasing our IT 
security operations

budget”

55% 50% 49%

Source: IDC European IT Security Survey, May 2022, N=700
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26%
30%

39%

much less secure somewhat less
secure

as secure as one
another

somewhat more
secure

much more
secure

Compared to on-premises environments, 

public cloud is …

Public cloud has finally gained trust from organizations across Europe. Almost 70% of respondents 
regard public cloud as more secure than on-premises environments.

Source: IDC European IT Security Survey, May 2022, N=700
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European customers value MSSPs that offer flexibility (both in terms of SLAs and payment 
methods), understand the client’s business, and lead with their own security IP. 

14%

20%

22%

24%

26%

28%

31%

Would not consider using an MSSP

Pan-European SOC coverage

Multilingual on-the-ground support

Multiple ways to buy (i.e., routes to market)

Own IP — proprietary security offering

The MSSP taking time to understand our business

Flexibility with the contract, offerings, and terms

What are the most important attributes that you seek in an MSSP? 
[Choose up to 3]

Source: IDC European IT Security Survey, May 2022, N=700
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Partner Transformation
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Key trends reshaping the role of partners
Navigating a period of accelerated transformation. 

Digital Transformation Customer Demand

• Cloud & next-gen 
technologies, new 
vendors, increasing 
complexity

• As-a-service (aaS) / 
subscription models

• Rise of digital economy & 
digital-first world

• Digital value chains

• Shift toward business 
value, complete 
solutions, tangible ROI

• Flexibility, simplicity, 
agility

• Future enterprise, digital 
resiliency

• Digital technology 
sourcing and 
consumption

Partner Business Models

• Differentiation, new 
value-added activities 
and profit centers

• Recurring revenue, 
services-led, managed 
services

• Drive digital business 
innovation, use cases

• New routes to market, 
digital marketing, CX
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50% of EMEA partners that provide their own services have a security-specific services offering

Which of the following service types does your company offer? This refers to your company's own services only. 

16%

25%25%

33%34%37%

46%
50%

54%
61%

70%

79%

Business
process

outsourcing
(BPO)

IT training and
education

App
modernization

Systems
integration

Cloud
migration

Application
consulting

IT outsourcing
(incl. DC

services &
hosting)

SecurityBusiness
consulting

IT consultingCloud
management

Helpdesk/IT
support

Source: IDC’s EMEA Partner Survey, September 2022 (n = 806)
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Changing partner roles in dynamic ecosystems

We influence millions of 
dollars of licenses every year 
but we’re not actually selling 
those licenses because most 

enterprises already have 
those relationships. We sell 

our own services.

IDC Partner Advisory Board, 2022

We're a small company that is 
very flexible, but we drive 

extremely high consumption
and I think that makes us an 

interesting partner for 
vendors.

Austrian cloud + AI partner, 2022

Vendor / 
Distributor

Customer

Influence

Transaction

Consumption

Optimization

Partner

Vendor / 
Distributor

Customer

Partner B
Transaction

Partner C

Consumption

Partner D

Optimization

Influence

Partner A
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The Evolution of Distribution
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Distribution Continues as the Glue that Enables the Tech Industry
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Evolving Vendor and Partner Needs from Distribution

Expanding requirements represent opportunities for differentiating, value-added distributor services

 Modular portfolio of next-generation tech

 Multi-cloud services

 Partner transformation support

 Digital go-to-market services

 Customer Success through partners

 P2P (partner collaboration) support & ecosystem 
orchestration

 Managed services support

 Developing and selling Partner IP

 Mitigating the skills shortage

 Next-generation partner recruitment
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3 Key Characteristics Shaping the Future of Distribution

Ecosystem-centric

Platform-enabled

Data-driven
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What is Driving the Shift from Channel to Ecosystems?

 Increasing complexity
 Diverse IT environments: Rise of hybrid, multi-cloud, and edge
 Evolving customer demand toward business outcomes and 

complete solutions:
 Requiring modular, multi-vendor solutions
 Leveraging expertise from multiple partners, increased need for 

partner-to-partner collaboration (“P2P”)
 Digital Transformation enabling new digital value chains and 

business models

Platforms enabling Ecosystem 
relationships and business models

Vendor A

Partner 
vendor C

Vendor D

Partner B

Rise of multi-provider solutions
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What partners need to prioritize in 2023

Externalize 
Crisis 

Response 
Teams

Reassess
Business

Value

#Corona-
kindness

Enable
Remote 

‘Everything’

Invest in 
Customer 

Experience

Deliver value 
across the 
customer 
lifecycle

Provide 
strategic 

guidance to 
customers

Heighten 
opportunity 
awareness 

Commit to 
vendors and 
distributors
with aligned 

ambitions

Focus on 
relationship 
+ relevance 

to boost 
retention
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